Dear Students of the CS699 Professional Seminar class,

There are some guidelines related to the final project:

The project presentations should include:

= title of the project;
= introduction;
= functional specifications;
= system design approach;
= if you choose the CASE tools, than an event list, event diagram, flow diagram, etc. should be presented;
= entity-relational diagrams;
= data repository (optional);
= object-oriented design issues (optional);
= scenarios;
= study cases;
= code implementation + program review;
= test plan + code tests;
= problem solved (optional);
= issues to future studying;
= conclusion.

The project paper (together with a floppy disk or CD) should be delivered to me on the last day of the class. The paper should also include the executive summary, project plan, list of references, Tables, Figures, Code (in Appendix), test results, table of contents, and other project related materials (see above).

Good luck,

Professor Riabov